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Action Words

Welcome to a quick guide to Action Verbs...

Quite often nowadays things like utilizing descriptions 

on your resume just isn’t enough, after all there may be 

hundreds of applicants who are lined up and qualifie

d

 

for the role. A great way to set yourself apart from the 

crowd is with some really strong actions verbs, achiev-

ing language, and writing that describes what you have 

contributed rather than simply your daily tasks.

How can you use action verbs in your ap-

plications? 

You’re going to want to avoid passive language and 

create and active and powerful voice. Here are two tests 

to determine if you’re using a passive voice:

1. Verb test: Look for helping verbs, especial forms of 

the verb ‘to be’. Eg.“I aimed to be”, “my job was to be”

2. “By You” Test: Can you insert the phrase “by you” af-

ter the verb? Does the sentence still make grammatical 

sense? If yes, this signifie

s

 passive voice.

An example of rewriting a passive sentence 

to an active one would be…

Passive: Responsibility was recognised as one of my 

strengths.

Active: Recognised for responsibility and proactive 

decisions.

Can you see how the second is more informative 

and persuasive? 

But which actions verbs are most effec-

tive?

Well the answer to that is a little complicated as you’ll 

need to select those that fit

 

your industry. Have a look 

on the next page to fin

d

 out some examples for specific 

pathways...
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What can I expect from my interview? 

Although an interview can take a range of formats, 

from phone and Skype calls, to one-on-one and group 

meetings, the Do’s and Don’ts are always the same. 

An interview gives the employer the opportunity to 

assess your suitability for the job, but also gives you 

a chance to do the same for them, the interview is as 

much for you as it is for them.

Do Your Research!

• Make sure you understand the format of the inter-

view, research the organisation, know why you are 

applying for this role specific

a

l ly .

• What do you need to bring? e.g. portfolio, pres-

entation

• Prepare answers to common questions.

What will you wear, how will you get there?

On The Day

• Arrive early.

• Have your phone on silent

• It’s okay to be nervous, but try be polite and cour-

teous to everyone you meet.

• Listen actively asking questions along the way to 

anything you haven’t understood.

• Speak confid

e

nt ly about  your  ski lls,  gi vi ng evi -

dence and examples!

• Most importantly be enthusiastic!

Research is key!

Showing you understand the organisations structure, 

culture, ethics etc. will show you are keen and pas-

sionate about the role. Consider previous projects the 

company has undergone and how your skills would be 

a value to the organisation. Who are the people inter-

viewing you, what are their professional interests?  

What was the role description? How do you meet the 

criteria? Remember to think of examples from your CV 

to back this up.

Prepare questions for them too

This will be a brilliant opportunity to show you’ve really 

thought about the role. This question is likely to be 

towards the end of the interview, so have a think what 

you would like to talk about.

At the end ask what the next steps are – when will you 

hear back from them with about their decisions?
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